
We are excited to let you know that our V6 surfski has now been upgraded with new features 

that are going to make it even more desirable for your customers. 

 

The intention behind the V6 design was to provide a boat that would be a transition between a 

sea kayak and surfski. The V6 can also accommodate a very wide variety of paddler size and 

ability. 

After the initial introduction of the V6 we received valuable feedback from our customers and 

we came up with the following upgrades: 

 

 

 
 

1. New Bailer system - similar to all our new surfski models the New V6 is equipped with our 

super efficient bailer system which will allow paddlers to entirely stop the water flow or drain 

the cockpit very quickly if the conditions require. This may be a good selling point for countries 

with cooler climate as the bailer will help paddlers keep their feet warm when they go out in 

cooler waters. For the moment we are not going to provide a detailed description of the bailer to 

the general public and we are also not going to post any detailed photos in order to keep our 

competition in the dark about this new development. Please follow suite and don't allow any 

detailed images to go online. We are going to advise you when the official photos of the bailer 

will go out.  

 

 

2. New ergonomic front and rear handles - these handles are now also standard for the V8 and 

the New V10 (rear only for the V10). We wanted to create handles that were easy and 

comfortable to use and we wanted them to be light. The handles are made from extruded plastic 

and allow a comfortable grip. The reason for this change is improved functionality and comfort. 

The old toggle handles were causing water to splash over a paddler's face which took away some 

of the fun when paddling downwind or catching waves at the beach. Now this has been  

improved.   

 



3. New side handles - we realized very early that carrying the V6 by one person wasn't very easy 

and implementing the side handles you have seen on the V8 was a priority task. Now the side 

handles have been implemented and carrying the V6 on land has just become a whole lot easier. 
 

  

4. Cutaways for a narrower stroke catch - this feature has become an Epic signature design after 

the release of the V12, V8, V14 and New V10. The cutaways are positioned exactly where the 

stroke should start and they give the feel of paddling a more narrow surfski no matter if the 

surfski is 41 or 56 cm wide. This feature is especially beneficial to fitness paddlers and beginner 

surfski paddlers who will learn or practice the proper forward stroke technique in a very stable 

surfski.  

 

5. Track Mater Plus rudder with locking retractable fin - we made that change after we received 

feedback from clients. V6 users will have the choice to set up their rudder to lock and center 

similar to our sea kayaks or set up the rudder (by removing the locking piece on the blade) to 

lock in and still allow steering left and right. The cleat for the up-haul line is recessed on deck to 

make sure the metal edges don't stick out and potentially cause injury during remount or wipe 

out in the surf zone. 

 

6. New foot brace with upgraded hinge (standard for all surfskis). We have replaced the 6 mm 

thick composite rod with a 4 mm stainless steel one. That allowed us to use that 2 mm 

difference to increase the inside diameter of the pedal hinge where we have inserted durable 

plastic tube to reduce the friction between the stainless steel rod and the pedals. The new foot 



brace also has a cutaway that allows a tube to go through if the paddler decided to store their 

drink in front of the cockpit.  

 

 

 
 

 

 


